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Overview 
 
 
During the last years, the productivity of digital electronic systems has not been 
able to keep pace with Moore’s Law, which announces that the number of 
transistors incorporated in an integrated circuit increases twofold every two 
years.  
 
In addition to this growth in terms of complexity, the current characteristics of 
the market as well as the ever-increasing cost of electronic systems 
development and production are squeezing the micro-electronic industry that 
longs to find a solution.  
 
With the advent of Transaction Level Modelling (TLM), a new level of 
abstraction, and SystemC, an open source system level description language, 
the industry has found a new breakthrough in system development by means 
of an earlier architecture exploration of a system and an earlier development of 
the software.  
 
Co-simulation of hardware and software also takes advantage of SystemC 
language and TLM, making easy and faster the integration of this two 
platforms, being the most common approach the use of SystemC to model the 
hardware and an Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) to model software part. 
 
In this thesis an approach to interface an ISS with a SystemC model is 
described in order to achieve compatibility and extensibility between hardware 
and software, and with the ultimate goal of constructing models of complex 
systems. 
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Overview 
 
 
En els darrers anys, la productivitat de sistemes electrònics digitals no ha estat 
capaç de seguir el ritme de la Llei de Moore, que en els anys 70 va enunciar 
que el número de transistors incorporats en un circuit integrat es doblaria cada 
dos anys.       
 
A més d’aquest augment en termes de complexitat, les actuals 
característiques del mercat per una banda, i el increment dels costos en el 
desenvolupament i la producció dels sistemes electrònics per l’altra, estan 
exprimint la indústria de la microelectrònica que busca una solució a aquests 
problemes. 
 
Amb el naixement del Transaction Level Modelling (TLM), un nou nivell 
d’abstracció, i de SystemC, un llenguatge de descripció de sistemes en codi 
obert, la indústria ha trobat un nou avenç important en el desenvolupament de 
sistemes electrònics mitjançant una anticipada exploració de l’arquitectura del 
sistema a més de permetre avançar el desenvolupament de la part software. 
 
D’aquesta forma, les tècniques de co-simulació de software i hardware també 
s’aprofiten del llenguatge SystemC i del TLM per tal de facilitar i fer més ràpid 
la integració d’aquestes dues parts, sent el cas més comú la utilització de 
SystemC per a modelar el hardware i  un Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) per 
simular el comportament de la part software en un processador. 
 
En aquest treball es proposa una tècnica de co-simulació connectant un ISS 
amb un model de hardware en SystemC per tal d’aconseguir compatibilitat i 
extensibilitat entre la part hardware i la part software i amb la principal finalitat 
de construir models de sistemes complexes amb més d’un processador.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
In 1965, Electronics magazine published an article by Gordon Moore, co-
founder of Intel. In that article Moore predicted that the number of transistors 
incorporated in an integrated circuit (IC) would increase twofold every year. Ten 
years later, in 1975, he refined the period to two years. This prediction is known 
as Moore’s Law, and with the pass of the years it has been proved to be true, 
and it does not seem to cease in the next years. 
 
During the last years, the productivity of digital electronic systems has not been 
able to keep pace with Moore’s Law. Specifically, microelectronics industry has 
to face three main problems: an ever-increasing design complexity, high cost of 
development and production, and time-to-market stress. First of all, the 
complexity of the digital systems is always growing, even more in the last years 
where more and more functions are being integrated into the systems in order 
to obtain the biggest functionality in the less size possible. This high level of 
complexity finally ends up in the rise of development and production costs, 
since a higher workforce is needed. Besides, the cost of iterations in the design 
flow due to errors in the design grows as a result of that complexity. Finally, the 
life-cycle of embedded products has become shorter and shorter over the past 
years. In addition, the current characteristics of the market where the first 
product released can obtain about the 60% of the market share, emphasize 
even more the need of reducing the time-to-market.  
 
Therefore, such high complexity of the current systems as well as the current 
characteristics of the market, are squeezing the micro-electronic industry that 
longs to find a solution.  
 
With the advent of Transaction Level Modelling (TLM), a new level of 
abstraction, and SystemC, a system level description language, the industry 
has found a new breakthrough in system development. TLM has proved to be 
able to solve these problems allowing an earlier architecture exploration of a 
system and an earlier development of the software. SystemC is an innovative 
system level language with which is possible to describe hardware of almost 
any complexity in C++ at different levels of abstraction, being able to describe 
hardware and software in the same language and bridging the gap among 
different development teams. 
 
Co-simulation of hardware and software also takes advantage of SystemC 
language, making easy the integration of the two platforms, and as a result 
many different approaches have appeared to co-simulate hardware and 
software using SystemC to model the hardware and an Instruction Set 
Simulator (ISS) to do the same with the software part. 
 



 

  

In this thesis an approach to interface an ISS with a SystemC model is 
described. In the first chapter we introduce the ISS giving a short explanation of 
what they are and what they are used for, and comparing the different ISS 
approaches to know which of them is the most suitable for our purpose. Then, 
in chapter two we present TLM and SystemC from a theoretical point of view 
and focusing in the advantages these new instruments offer to the micro-
electronic industry. The chapter number three includes the design of a 
hardware-software system which basically consists of an ISS and a SystemC 
model for software and hardware respectively. Finally, the fourth chapter 
concludes with the evaluation of the work done in this thesis, and an outlook on 
future work. 
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CHAPTER 1. INSTRUCTION SET SIMULATOR 
 
 

1.1 Instruction Set Simulators and their applicatio ns 
 
An Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) is a model that simulates the micro-
architecture of a processor at the instruction level. 
 
Instruction set simulators can execute programs written or compiled for 
processors that do not yet exist, or which are more expensive to purchase than 
to simulate. 
 
An ISS mimics the execution behaviour of a real processor by reading binary 
instructions, decoding and executing them while maintaining all the relevant 
internal state information of the processor. It is able to emulate all components 
accessible to the target assembly code, such as registers, program counter and 
processor status flags.  
 
Using an ISS eases software development and debugging by providing a 
deterministic execution, which is especially useful for analyzing the behaviour in 
situations that are hard to produce on real hardware, like extreme work 
conditions. 
 
In terms of accuracy, the Instruction Set Simulation is detailed enough to run 
executable, but it is also possible to do a more-detailed simulation, for example, 
timing accurate simulation, cycle accurate simulation or even Register Transfer 
Level (RTL) simulation. 

 

1.2 Approaches of ISS for an ARM core 
 
In this section five different ISS are discussed individually and compared. All the 
ISS described can simulate the behaviour of ARM processors, although it might 
be possible that not all the ARM core’s families and architectures can be 
simulated with each ISS  
 

• SimpleScalar [1] 
 
The SimpleScalar tool set is a system software infrastructure used to build 
modelling applications for program performance analysis, detailed micro-
architectural modelling and hardware-software co-verification. This software 
package consists of compiler, assembler, linker, simulator and viewer. 
 
SimpleScalar simulator can emulate several processors architectures, including 
the ARM, with timing accurate level of accuracy, and runs on most 32-bit and 
64-bit UNIX and Windows operating systems and it can also be downloaded for 
free with its source code. 
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• GNU Project debugger [2] 
 
The GNU Project Debugger (GDB) is a source-level debugger for many 
languages, including C and C++. This debugger contains an ARM emulator 
called GDB ARMulator. The GDB ARMulator emulates some of the ARM cores 
and can run on UNIX and Microsoft Windows. On the contrary to the other ISSs 
compared in this section, GDB ARMulator is an instruction-by-instruction 
simulator that only simulates the functionality and not the micro architecture.  
 
GDB can be downloaded for free as well as its source code under GNU license. 
 

• SWARM [3] 
 
SWARM (SoftWare ARM) is a C++ based model of the ARM7 family at the bus 
level. SWARM implements a cycle callable interface and provides cycle 
accurate simulation. SWARM supports interrupts and exception handling (it 
even includes an interrupt controller). The simulator requires binaries generated 
from gcc in the COFF format. 
 
SWARM can run on UNIX and Windows and it is also available for free with its 
source code. 
 

• ARMulator [4] 
 
ARM itself offers an ISS, called ARMulator, for its processor cores as a part of 
its development tool RealView Development Suite. The ARMulator supports 
many ARM core processor families and provides a cycle accurate simulation 
with support for interrupts and exceptions. However, it requires a license and 
the source code is not available.  
 

• Simit-ARM [5] 
SimIt-ARM is a simulator for the ARM architecture and is the first release of the 
SimIt series, a series of free Instruction Set Simulators and micro-architecture 
simulators. 
 
The SimIt-ARM package contains an ISS and a cycle-accurate simulator which 
read ELF32 little-endian ARM binaries. SimIt-ARM is fully developed in C++, 
including all the simulation states. In this way is possible to create multiple 
simulator objects for modelling systems with more than one ARM processor.  
 
SimIt-ARM is free, open-source software under the GNU General Public 
License. 
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The following table summarizes the main characteristics of the Instruction Set 
Simulators described above. 
 
 
Table 1.1 Instruction Set Simulators for ARM core 
 

 
 

1.3 Selection of an ISS for an ARM core 
 
Once we know the different approaches available we have to choose the one 
that best fits our needs. The selection of the ISS is guided by the requirements 
of the development and simulation environment. Especially the integration into 
the co-simulation environment poses some restrictions. 
 
Thus, we have considered the following requirements for the selection of the 
ISS: 
 

• Cycle accurate simulation of the ARM core 
• Ability to handle interrupts and optionally to provide an interrupt 

controller. 
• Availability of source code for the ISS. 
• Availability without license cost. 

 
First of all, despite of not being strictly necessary for our purpose a cycle 
accurate ISS, we consider that this feature can be interesting in order to get 
more and more realistic information about its performance.  
 
For interface the ISS with a target model, the first has to provide interrupt 
handling from different sources. This is a very important point so that we can 
synchronize the hardware with the software. 
 
Finally, for an easier integration and adaptation of the ISS, the source code 
should be available. And it will also be better if the ISS is free of cost 
 
Hence, bearing in mind all these requirements we have finally chosen SimIt-
ARM, which fulfils all the requirements and it is also the most popular public 
domain ISS. 

ISS 
Architecture  

version Level of accuracy Cost 
SimpleScalar ARM v4T Cycle Accurate Free 

GDB ARMulator ARM v4T, 5TEJ Instruction Accurate Free 
SWARM ARM v4 Cycle Accurate Free 

ARMulator ARM v4T, 5TE, 6 Cycle Accurate License 
Sim-It ARM ARM v5TE, 5TEJ Cycle Accurate Free 
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CHAPTER 2. TRANSACTION LEVEL MODELLING WITH 
SYSTEMC 

 
 

2.1 Transaction Level Modelling 
 
Transaction Level Modelling (TLM) is simply a higher abstraction level for 
modelling. With TLM it’s possible to accurately model many aspects of a system 
at a higher level based on events from the hardware/software system. By using 
TLM one can simplify the modelling effort and also gain simulation speed. For a 
more detailed explanation of TLM, [6] gives a complete description of the TLM 
abstraction level. 
 
TLM models every component of a digital electronic system as a module. A 
module can be seen as an entity in VHDL where the internal states of the 
component are represented by variables whereas the different behaviour are 
modelled by concurrent or sequential processes that can be executed in 
parallel.  
 
These modules can be interconnected with other modules through channels, 
just like components of a system. Depending on the accuracy level, a channel 
can be a simple bus or a more complex structure. 
Modules and channels are bound to each other using ports. Once they are 
bound together, data can be exchanged between them to perform the expected 
system behaviour. In TLM, this data exchanged through a communication 
channel has the name of transaction. 
 
Fig. 2.1 can help to understand all this concepts with a representation of a 
simple TLM model. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.1  Simple TLM model of a system with a router 
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In Fig. 2.1 we can see the different TLM elements described above processes, 
channels and ports with their respective representation. This TLM graphical 
representation shows a master module that initiates transactions in a system, 
while two slave modules receive and transactional requests through a router. 
We notice that the different modules are connected to each other through 
channels as well as bound using ports. In this case, the behaviour of the master 
module is a sequential process whereas the router and the two slaves are 
concurrent processes. 
 
 

2.1.1 Modelling Accuracy 
 
Throughout all the process of design and verification of the system, the level of 
accuracy is higher as we advance in the development of the system. For this 
reason, we need a level of accuracy for the first exploration at a relatively 
lightweight development effort, and another refined level to get a detailed 
analysis. Thus, with the high modelling and simulation speed offered by TLM 
platform, users can quickly accomplish an early analysis as the first approach, 
and then with a model based on RTL obtain more accurate results. 
 
The next figure shows the speed efficiency among RTL, cycle accurate and 
TLM taking the RTL speed as reference. Hence, we can say that TLM is an 
appropriate level of abstraction for an early architecture analysis thanks to its 
adequate trade-off between simulation speed and accuracy. 
 

 
 

Fig 2.2  Efficiency among different modelling strategies 
 
 

But what is more interesting is that TLM can be assigned to different levels of 
abstraction, allowing to refine all the models either they be modules or channels 
obtaining a higher accuracy. We will follow the definition of abstraction levels as 
described by the Open SystemC Initiative (OSCI) [7]. 
 

0 200 400 600 800 1000

TLM

CA

RTL

Simulation speed-up vs RTL
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• Algorithm Level (AL):
functionality of both hardware and software at a very high abstraction 
level. 

 
• Programmer’s View (PV):

architecture. At this level, the chip is modelled as a platform made of 
several modules. Each module shows to the external world all its 
functionalities, and only its functionalities. The
example, are not yet taken into account, so the system is mostly 
asynchronous. At this level of abstraction, the model contains all the 
necessary and only the necessary information to run the embedded 
software.  

  
• Programmer’s View + T

time annotations for behavioural and communication specifications. It is a 
less abstract level than the before mentioned and, of course, is located 
lower in the design flow.  

 
• Cycle Accurate (CA):

HW or SW interface based on a specific bus architecture model. At this 
level, the microprocessor architecture and its peripherals are modelled. It 
abstracts from RT signals and provides execution performances up to 
100 kHz range.  

 
• Register Transfer Level (RTL):

representation of the HW. For the SW verification steps it provides less 
applicability because of the slow execution times.

 
The next figure, gives a glimpse at the model
abstraction levels. 
 
 

Fig. 2.3  Modelling accuracy of different abstraction levels 
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Algorithm Level (AL): This level is commonly used for capturing the 
functionality of both hardware and software at a very high abstraction 

Programmer’s View (PV): This level abstracts from particular bus 
architecture. At this level, the chip is modelled as a platform made of 
several modules. Each module shows to the external world all its 
functionalities, and only its functionalities. The timing aspects, for 
example, are not yet taken into account, so the system is mostly 
asynchronous. At this level of abstraction, the model contains all the 
necessary and only the necessary information to run the embedded 

Programmer’s View + Timing (PVT): This level incorporates 
time annotations for behavioural and communication specifications. It is a 
less abstract level than the before mentioned and, of course, is located 
lower in the design flow.   

Cycle Accurate (CA): This level provides cycle accurate modelling on the 
HW or SW interface based on a specific bus architecture model. At this 
level, the microprocessor architecture and its peripherals are modelled. It 
abstracts from RT signals and provides execution performances up to 

Register Transfer Level (RTL): This level is used for the cycle
representation of the HW. For the SW verification steps it provides less 
applicability because of the slow execution times. 

gives a glimpse at the modelling accuracy of the different 
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several modules. Each module shows to the external world all its 

timing aspects, for 
example, are not yet taken into account, so the system is mostly 
asynchronous. At this level of abstraction, the model contains all the 
necessary and only the necessary information to run the embedded 

This level incorporates essential 
time annotations for behavioural and communication specifications. It is a 
less abstract level than the before mentioned and, of course, is located 

provides cycle accurate modelling on the 
HW or SW interface based on a specific bus architecture model. At this 
level, the microprocessor architecture and its peripherals are modelled. It 
abstracts from RT signals and provides execution performances up to 

This level is used for the cycle-true 
representation of the HW. For the SW verification steps it provides less 

ling accuracy of the different 

 

Modelling accuracy of different abstraction levels  
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Summarizing, TLM is a reliable methodology that can improve the design 
productivity facing the current problems of the industry in two main directions: 
 

• Architecture analysis: With TLM abstraction level the system architects 
have now the means for an earlier architecture exploration of a system. 
Through an earlier architecture analysis, any system optimization or 
modification could be handled in time and cost efficient way.  

 
• Early software development: Now, with the TLM platform software 

development activities, especially debugging and validation, can be done 
at an earlier design phase, right after the hardware/software partition. 
Now, the software development can now be conducted in parallel with 
the hardware development reducing the time-to-market of the system. 

 
 

2.2 SystemC 
 
As we have said, TLM is the single reference among the different teams, hence, 
it is highly recommended to use the same language for describing software and 
hardware, bridging the gap between these two teams. 
  
This “system-level” language must fulfil certain conditions in order to fit with the 
needs of the industry and be commonly adopted. Such language must provide 
concurrency for modelling various processes running in parallel within a system, 
as well as reactivity for systems sensitive to events or signal changes. It also 
has to provide timing for modelling the system micro-architecture information, 
and such as we said, it has to be suitable for describing hardware and software. 
 
There are several proposals of languages with high potential to raise the level of 
abstraction for system level design; the most popular are System Verilog and 
SystemC.   
 
System Verilog is an extension to the hardware description language, Verilog. 
This language can easily model clock-based systems but as an extension of a 
hardware language, it is still too close to a hardware-based modelling language. 
It lacks certain capabilities to handle some aspects of higher-level modelling, 
and for this reason SystemC is preferred.  
 
SystemC is an open source programming language that provides a foundation 
to model hardware and software on a single language. That explains why 
SystemC is also classified as a system level description language. SystemC is 
an object-oriented approach built on top of C++ as a set of classes. The 
essence of SystemC lies in the availability of hardware primitives together with 
a simulation kernel. Furthermore, SystemC holds the entire C++ operator, 
overloading and pointer capabilities which makes it very powerful to design 
hardware at high level of abstraction. With such features, SystemC is able to 
support multiple abstraction levels that we can easily link with the different 
abstraction levels of TLM: 
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Table 2.1 Relation between TLM and SystemC abstraction levels 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Besides, since SystemC is developed in C++ it allows debugging using 
common C++ debuggers like gcc. SystemC also provides several class 
packages and libraries for specifying communication channels and protocols in 
high level modelling. Last but not least, the SystemC Verification (SCV) library 
provides a standard interface for randomization, tracing and transaction 
recording.  
 
Thus, SystemC has come into prominence as the most appropriate solution for 
raising the abstraction level to system level design and it is being more and 
more adopted by the industry. 

TLM Layer SystemC Layer 
Algorithm Level Un-timed Functional 

Programmer’s View Timed Functional 
Programmer’s View + Timing Bus Cycle Accurate 

Cycle Accurate Cycle Accurate 
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CHAPTER 3. DESIGNED SYSTEM 
 
 

3.1 System overview 
 
The main objective of this work is to run SystemC models of hardware and 
interface them with an ISS of an ARM processor, being able to co-simulate 
hardware-software systems. 
In order to model the hardware we use SystemC, which allows us to design the 
hardware of almost any complexity at different levels of abstraction. The 
software is modelled using an ISS of an ARM processor. As we have said in 
previous chapters, the role of the ISS in a hardware-software system is to 
function as a model of the processor. We could simulate the software in native 
mode (compiling it together with the hardware model), but instead of being 
faster, it would not give us much information on how the real system would 
work. Thus, with the ISS we can execute a cross-compiled code just as we 
would do on the target processor. 
So, the system to design consists of a hardware part and a software part, where 
the hardware is composed of an 8 X 8 two-dimensional cosine transform (2-D 
DCT) and a 64 X 12 bits memory whereas the software is only composed of the 
SimIt-ARM ISS. The next figure shows a block diagram of the system. 
 
 

  
Fig. 3.1  Block diagram of the system 

8 X 8 2-D DCT

ENABLE

START

R/W

END

64 X 12 BIT  MEMORY

DATA [11..0] DATA[11..0]

END

R/W

START

ENABLE

ISS    SIMIT - ARM
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3.2 Hardware development 
 

3.2.1 Two-dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform 
 
The Two-Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (2-D DCT) [12] is an 
extension of the 1-D DCT (or just DCT) for two-dimensional functions. More 
specifically, the 2-D DCT is just a composition of DCTs along both dimensions. 
Because of its properties, this transform is highly used in image compression 
methods as JPEG or several MPEG standards. 
 
The DCT is a transform similar to the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), which 
transform a function to the frequency domain. The only difference between 
these two transforms is that DCT only uses real numbers whereas DFT uses 
real and imaginary numbers. This transform, has the property to concentrate 
most of the signal information in a low number of low-frequency components 
getting a high compression level of information (rather more than DFT). 
 
There are several definitions for the DCT but the most common is the II-DCT, 
which is given by: 
 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )-1
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2 1
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2

N
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x u
C u u c x

N
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=

⋅ + ⋅ 
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For 0,1,..., 1u N= − , and where N is the number of samples and ( )uα  is defined 
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Therefore, being an extension of the DCT for two-dimensional functions the 2-D 
DCT definition is: 
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For , 0,1,..., 1u v N= −  and where ( )uα  and ( )vα  are defined in (1.2).  
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Such as we have mentioned before we can see that the 2
composition of two 1-D DCTs, one per each dimension. Hence, we can 
compute a 2-D DCT in two steps by successive DCT computations on rows and 
columns. The next figure depicts such process graphically.
 
 

Fig. 3.2  Computation of 2
 
 

3.2.2 2-D DCT model in SystemC
 
Nowadays, the 2-D DCT transform is being used in m
algorithms such as JPEG for picture compression and MPEG for audio
compression, and most of these algorithms, including the two before mentioned, 
use an 8 x 8 2-D DCT. This means that the image is broken up in chunks of      
8 x 8 (N = 8) pixels and then each chunk is computed separately. 
 
In our SystemC model we will follow this convention for a 
Although, there are many approaches to implement a 2
more efficient way [8] 
computation load is 1024 multiplications and 1024 adds per 8 x 8 block. Fig. 3.3 
shows the block diagram of the 2
outputs. 
 
 

Fig. 3.3

8 X 8 2-D DCT

 

Such as we have mentioned before we can see that the 2
D DCTs, one per each dimension. Hence, we can 

in two steps by successive DCT computations on rows and 
columns. The next figure depicts such process graphically. 

Computation of 2-D DCT using row-column algorithm

D DCT model in SystemC  

D DCT transform is being used in many standardized 
algorithms such as JPEG for picture compression and MPEG for audio
compression, and most of these algorithms, including the two before mentioned, 

D DCT. This means that the image is broken up in chunks of      
N = 8) pixels and then each chunk is computed separately. 

In our SystemC model we will follow this convention for a row-column
Although, there are many approaches to implement a 2-D DCT in a faster and 

 [9], we have chosen the simplest one 
computation load is 1024 multiplications and 1024 adds per 8 x 8 block. Fig. 3.3 
shows the block diagram of the 2-D DCT model to implement with its inputs and 

 
 

Fig. 3.3  Block diagram of the 2-D DCT model 
 

8 X 8 2-D DCT

ENABLE

START START

ENABLE

DATA [11..0]

R/W R/W

ENDEND

DATA [11..0]
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Such as we have mentioned before we can see that the 2-D DCT is a 
D DCTs, one per each dimension. Hence, we can 

in two steps by successive DCT computations on rows and 

 
algorithm 

any standardized 
algorithms such as JPEG for picture compression and MPEG for audio-visual 
compression, and most of these algorithms, including the two before mentioned, 

D DCT. This means that the image is broken up in chunks of      
N = 8) pixels and then each chunk is computed separately.  

column algorithm. 
D DCT in a faster and 

n the simplest one [10] which 
computation load is 1024 multiplications and 1024 adds per 8 x 8 block. Fig. 3.3 

D DCT model to implement with its inputs and 
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As we can see, the 2-D DCT model consists of three simple inputs: read or 
write, start and enable which control the behaviour of the block, one single 
output: end, that points out when the 2-D DCT block has finished the 
computation and starts to send back the data to the memory, and one 
bidirectional bus where the data is transferred from the memory to the 2-D DCT 
block and vice versa. Following there is the code in SystemC of this block. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.4  2-D DCT module SystemC code  
 
This figure exemplifies a real SystemC implementation. In the code we first 
define the different ports of the block where three of them are inputs, one is an 
output and the last one is a bidirectional port which length is 12 bits, such as we 
defined before. There is also an internal variable (mem) where store the pixels 
received from the external memory to compute. 
 
Then two processes are defined one of them is a concurrent process (prc_dct) 
and the other is sequential (prc_synch). The concurrent process deals with all 
the computation of the 2-D DCT according to its standard [12] and it is reactive 
to a rising edge of start, whereas the sequential process is responsible for 
ensuring a correct synchronization between the models and it is also reactive to 
the rising edges of enable and read or write.   
 
 

#define  BITSPIXEL 12 
#define  BITS 64 
#include  "systemc.h" 
 
SC_MODULE (dct) { 
 sc_in< bool > enable,start,r/w; 
 sc_out< bool >end; 
 sc_inout< float <BITSPIXEL> > data; 
  
 sc_lv<BITS> mem [8][8]; 
 
 
 void  prc_dct(); 
 void  prc_synch(); 
 
 SC_CTOR (dct)  
 { 
    
  SC_METHOD (prc_dct); 
   sensitive_pos << start; 
  SC_THREAD (prc_synch); 
   sensitive_pos << enable << r/w; 
 } 
};  
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3.2.3 64 x 16 bit memory model in SystemC 
 
The second component of the hardware part is the memory, which function will 
be to store the data and send it either the ISS or the 2-D DCT model. In other 
words, we will connect the ISS to the 2-D DCT block through the memory. This 
is not the most simple and efficient way to connect the ISS with the 2-D DCT, 
but in this way we can put TLM between two SystemC models into practice and 
see how it works.  
 
The reason why we choose a memory of 64 addresses of 12 bits each one is 
because this is the minimum size of the memory block able to store all the data 
after computing a 2-D DCT, where 64 is the number of coefficients that we will 
have in an 8 x 8 block and 12 is the resolution of each coefficient. Fig. 3.5 
represents the block diagram of this model.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.5 Block diagram of the memory model 
 

 
In this model we do not yet consider the connection with the ISS, since at this 
point we just want to see how the two SystemC models interact with each other. 
Thus, the memory block consists of three simple output ports, one simple input 
port and a bidirectional port of the same length as in the 2-D DCT. 
 
 
After the implementation of the SystemC models with all their processes we can 
start the simulations and verify how it works. Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 show the 
memory output in the end of all the process for different input pixels. The 
transaction between the two models and the numeric results are correct. All the 
results have been checked. 
 
 

64 X 12 BIT  MEMORY

DATA [11..0]

END END

R/WR/W

START

DATA [11..0]

START

ENABLE ENABLE
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Fig. 3.6  2-D DCT output for a “white” input block 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.7  2-D DCT output for a random input block 
 
 

3.3 Software development 
 

3.3.1 SimIt-ARM 3.0 ISS  
 
SimIt-ARM 3.0 [5] is the ISS for the ARM architecture that we have chosen to 
simulate the software block of the system. SimIt-ARM supports the ARM v5 
architecture, including the memory management unit. SimIt-ARM only runs on 
Linux platforms and probably is the most famous open source ISS for ARM 
cores. This ISS reads ELF32 little-endian ARM binaries that we will have to 
compile first with a cross-compiler [11]. 
 

             SystemC 2.2.05jun06_beta --- Sep  4 20 07 12:24:12 
        Copyright (c) 1996-2006 by all Contributors  
                    ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
 
Time Start: 0 s 
 
56      -18     0       -2      0       -1      0       0 
-18     0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
-2      0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
-1      0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0  

             SystemC 2.2.05jun06_beta --- Sep  4 20 07 12:24:12 
        Copyright (c) 1996-2006 by all Contributors  
                    ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
 
Time Start: 0 s 
 
 
2040    0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0 
0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0  
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It is important to know that SimIt-ARM 3.0 does not include a cycle accurate 
simulator because it does not support ARM v5 yet. So, if it is necessary to use a 
cycle accurate simulator one can use the version 2.1 of SimIt-ARM.  
 
In the following lines we are going to describe how SimIt-ARM works and what 
is able to do. 
 
Once we have installed SimIt-ARM on the computer, we can run the simulator 
using the command ema. The main menu shown in Fig. 3.8 will appear. 
 
 

  
 

Fig. 3.8  Main menu of SimIt-ARM 3.0 
 

 
In the main menu we can see the different operation modes of the ISS. The 
next step before running it is to generate an ARM binary. Assuming that we 
have an example source code in C called example.c the way to generate the 
ARM binary file statically linked is the following:  
 

arm-softfloat-linux-gnu-gcc -static -o example example.c 
 
Where example is the name of the binary file generated. We can run the ARM 
binary generated on SimIt-ARM by typing: 
 

ema example 
 

A similar screen like the following one (Fig. 3.9) will appear. In this screen we 
can see brief information about the simulation process, so we can know if the 
simulation has ended without problems, as in our case. It also includes 
information about the time required to simulate and statistics about the 
performance. 
 
 

**** SimIt-ARM Version 3.0 (C) 2002-2007 Wei Qin ** ** 
usage : ema [-h] [-d] [-v] [-m num] [-s config]  [< file name> 
<args...>] 
 
  -h : print this message and quit 
  -d : debuging mode 
  -v : verbose mode 
  -m num : maximum number of instructions to simula te, in million 
  -s config : path to config file for system-level simulation 
  file name : the user-level ELF program to simulat e 
  args      : arguments to the program 
Note: Only one of -s and <file name> should be give n.  
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Fig. 3.9  Final results of a normal execution of the ISS 
 
 
This is the result obtained for a current simulation. As we have said before, 
SimIt-ARM can run a simulation in different modes. The first we are going to 
describe is the verbose mode. In this simulation mode SimIt-ARM prints out 
error messages and system call information. At the end we also receive 
information about time and simulation speed as in the normal simulation, in 
addition to the size of the memory needed to run the program. This can be seen 
in the next figure. To start the simulation in verbose mode we type: 
 

ema –v example 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.10  Extract of verbose simulation  
 
 
The last important operation mode of SimIt-Arm is the debugging mode. 
Running the ISS in this mode we can follow instruction by instruction the whole 
simulation, and this way access the different registers and the memory. It can 
be useful the generation of a dump of the target program before debugging 
where find all the instructions. We can generate this file using the cross-
objdump, which has been built together with the cross-compiler, with the next 
command: 
 

./ema –v example 
 
{…} 
 
got a system call (number : 200, name : getgid32) 
getgid32() 
got a system call (number : 45, name : brk) 
brk(end=0x00000000) 
got a system call (number : 45, name : brk) 
brk(end=0x00078020) 
got a system call (number : 45, name : brk) 
brk(end=0x00079000) 
got a system call (number : 1, name : exit) 
exit(0) 
ema: Program exited normally. 
Total user time  : 0.000 sec. 
Total system time: 0.001 sec. 
Simulation speed : 5.662e+06 inst/sec. 
Total 64K memory pages allocated : 24 
Total instructions : 5662  

./ema example 
ema: Simulation starts ... 
ema: Program exited normally. 
Total user time  : 39.988 sec. 
Total system time: 0.213 sec. 
Simulation speed : 5.254e+07 inst/sec. 
Total instructions : 2112173564 (2G)  
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arm-softfloat-linux-gnu-objdump -d example >example.dump 
 
Where example is the name of the ARM binary file and example.dump is the 
name of the dump file. 
 
In the debugging mode, there are a few instructions we can use to get all the 
possible information that SimIt-ARM provides. In the next figures we show 
which the most useful instructions are and how to use them. 
 
The first instruction we are going to talk about is u [addr], where addr is an 
instruction hexadecimal address. This instruction prints out the following ten 
instructions from addr, as shown in Fig. 3.11. In this case we take the address 
saved in the program counter register (PC), so we can see which the next ten 
instructions to simulate are, since PC indicates what address is executing the 
processor. Another useful instruction is g [addr], also shown in Fig. 3.11, that 
runs the program until the address defined in the field addr.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.11 Use of the instructions g [addr] and u [addr] for the debugging mode 
 
 
The last two instructions we are going to explain allow to the values of the 
registers and the values of the memory. By typing the command r, we can read 
the registers value at that moment. The command d [addr] prints out 256 bytes 
from the memory address introduced. Fig. 3.12 shows an example using the 
both instructions. 
 
As we can see, using the r command we can read the values of the sixteen 
registers an ARM processor consists of. With reference to the d [addr] 
command, it could not be easy to read at the first sight the content of the 
memory. Firstly, the memory used by the ISS can be seen as a RAM memory of 
8 bits per address. Hence, each pair of hexadecimal numbers belongs to one 
single memory address. 

./ema -d example 
> g 80d0 
0x000080d0 : 0xe49df004    ldr pc, [sp], #4; 
> u pc 
0x000080d0 : 0xe49df004    ldr pc, [sp], #4; 
0x000080d4 : 0x00000000    andeq r0, r0, r0; 
0x000080d8 : 0x00000000    andeq r0, r0, r0; 
0x000080dc : 0x00000000    andeq r0, r0, r0; 
0x000080e0 : 0xe3a0b000    mov fp, #0; 
0x000080e4 : 0xe8bd0002    ldmia sp!, {r1}; 
0x000080e8 : 0xe1a0200d    mov r2, sp; 
0x000080ec : 0xe92d0001    stmdb sp!, {r0}; 
0x000080f0 : 0xe59f0010    ldr r0, [pc, #16]; 
0x000080f4 : 0xe92d0001    stmdb sp!, {r0};  
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Fig. 3.12  Example using the commands r and d [addr] 
 
 
In addition, each row of the memory representation belongs to sixteen memory 
address, since the first address of the first row is 0x0F5FBFC4 and the first 
address of the second row is 0x0F5FBFD4, which means that the value of the 
first address 0x0F5FBFC4 is 0X01, the value of the following address 
0x0F5FBFC5 is 0X00, as well as the value of the next addresses until the 
thirteenth address, 0x0F5FBFD0, which value is 0Xdc. Fig. 3.13 shows 
graphically the values for this example of a portion of memory. 
 
 
  

> g 82a0 
0x000082a0 : 0xe5823000    str r3, [r2, #0]; 
> r 
  r0 = 0x0f5fbfc8    r1 = 0x0f5fbfc4    r2 = 0x0f5f bfc4     
  r3 = 0x00000002 
   
  r4 = 0x0f5fc00c    r5 = 0x00000001    r6 = 0x0f5f c004     
  r7 = 0x000080c0 
   
  r8 = 0x00000000    r9 = 0x0005c02c    sl = 0x0000 81d0     
  fp = 0x0f5fbfd8 
   
  ip = 0x0f5fbfdc    sp = 0x001d7fb8    lr = 0x0000 83d0     
  pc = 0x000082a0 
 
> d 0f5fbfc4 
  address    0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  a  b  c  d  e  f 
0x0f5fbfc4: 01 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 dc bf 5f 0f 
0x0f5fbfd4: d0 83 00 00 dc 81 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
0x0f5fbfe4: 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
0x0f5fbff4: 00 00 00 00 04 81 00 00 2c c0 05 00 00 00 00 00 
0x0f5fc004: 98 c0 5f 0f 00 00 00 00 9c c0 5f 0f a8 c0 5f 0f 
0x0f5fc014: b7 c0 5f 0f cc c0 5f 0f 3b c1 5f 0f 57 c1 5f 0f 
0x0f5fc024: 67 c1 5f 0f 92 c1 5f 0f d7 c1 5f 0f eb c1 5f 0f 
0x0f5fc034: f6 c1 5f 0f 0d c2 5f 0f 23 c2 5f 0f 32 c2 5f 0f 
0x0f5fc044: 3f c2 5f 0f 4f c2 5f 0f 57 c2 5f 0f 73 c2 5f 0f 
0x0f5fc054: 7e c2 5f 0f 8c c2 5f 0f ae c2 5f 0f 71 c4 5f 0f 
0x0f5fc064: 7f c4 5f 0f 8a c4 5f 0f 95 c4 5f 0f 9e c4 5f 0f 
0x0f5fc074: b3 c4 5f 0f e6 c4 5f 0f f2 c4 5f 0f fd c4 5f 0f 
0x0f5fc084: 0d c5 5f 0f 2f c5 5f 0f 47 c5 5f 0f 59 c5 5f 0f 
0x0f5fc094: 00 00 00 00 6d 61 74 00 55 53 45 52 3d 63 6c 6f 
0x0f5fc0a4: 70 65 7a 00 4c 4f 47 4e 41 4d 45 3d 63 6c 6f 70 
0x0f5fc0b4: 65 7a 00 48 4f 4d 45 3d 2f 68 6f 6d 65 2f 70 74  
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Fig. 3.13  Memory values of the example 
 

 
 With the commands described above it is possible to follow instruction by 
instruction the entire simulation of the program. In the next lines we are going to 
show a small and simple example of a real program checking the values of the 
memory and the registers, to validate the behaviour of the program and the ISS 
as well.  
 
We assume that reading from the dump file of the program there is a store 
instruction at the address 0X000082A0. As can be seen in Fig. 3.14, there is a 
store instruction in this address, where the value of the R3 (0X02) register will 
be saved in the address specified by the register R2 (0x0F5FBFC4). Reading 
the memory at this address, we can see that the value stored is (0X01). If then 
we execute that instruction, we check that the value of the address 
0x0F5FBFC4 has stopped being 0X01 to be 0X02, the value of the register R3.  
 
To finish the debugging mode, we can exit it using the command q. 
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Fig 3.14  Simulation of a store instruction 

 

> g 82a0 
0x000082a0 : 0xe5823000    str r3, [r2, #0]; 
> r 
  r0 = 0x0f5fbfc8    r1 = 0x0f5fbfc4    r2 = 0x0f5f bfc4     
  r3 = 0x00000002 
   
  r4 = 0x0f5fc00c    r5 = 0x00000001    r6 = 0x0f5f c004     
  r7 = 0x000080c0 
   
  r8 = 0x00000000    r9 = 0x0005c02c    sl = 0x0000 81d0     
  fp = 0x0f5fbfd8 
   
  ip = 0x0f5fbfdc    sp = 0x001d7fb8    lr = 0x0000 83d0     
  pc = 0x000082a0 
 
> d 0f5fbfc4 
  address    0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  a  b  c  d  e  f 
0x0f5fbfc4: 01 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 dc bf 5f 0f 
0x0f5fbfd4: d0 83 00 00 dc 81 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 

 

{…} 
 

> t 1 
0x000082a4 : 0xeaffffde    b 0x8224; 
> r 
  r0 = 0x0f5fbfc8    r1 = 0x0f5fbfc4    r2 = 0x0f5f bfc4      
  r3 = 0x00000002 
   
  r4 = 0x0f5fc00c    r5 = 0x00000001    r6 = 0x0f5f c004     
  r7 = 0x000080c0 
   
  r8 = 0x00000000    r9 = 0x0005c02c    sl = 0x0000 81d0     
  fp =   0x0f5fbfd8 
   
  ip = 0x0f5fbfdc    sp = 0x001d7fb8    lr = 0x0000 83d0     
  pc = 0x000082a4 
 
> d 0f5fbfc4 
  address    0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  a  b  c  d  e  f 
0x0f5fbfc4: 02 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 dc bf 5f 0f 
0x0f5fbfd4: d0 83 00 00 dc 81 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
 

{…} 
 

> q 
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3.3.2 Software program 
 
The role of the processor in the system is limited to transfer the image pixels to 
the 2-D DCT model, and once the pixels have been processed, receive them 
from the hardware block and saved them back in the memory. The algorithm 
needed to implement is quite simple, we just have to bear in mind a couple of 
details. First of all, as we have said when describing the hardware block, the 
length of the bus that links the hardware with the software is 12 bits, following 
the standard for an 8 X 8 2-D DCT [12]. The other detail is that we have to send 
the pixels (and also receive them) in chunks of 8 X 8, so we will have to choose 
the correct memory address to read or write the pixel or the coefficient 
respectively.  
 
Hence, assuming that we know the resolution of the image, the starting memory 
address where the pixels are stored and how they are stored we can implement 
such algorithm. The portion of memory where the pixels are saved can be 
modelled as an array. If the pixels are stored from left to right and from the top 
to the bottom, the algorithm needed to fragment the image in 8 X 8 chunks 
should be like the one shown in the next figure. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.15 Source code to fragment the image in 8 X 8 blocks 
 
 
Where the whole image is stored in the vector image. Once the pixel is obtained 
we have to send it to the hardware block. Fig. 3.16 shows a fragment of a 
simulation with random pixels where we can verify the correct behaviour of the 
algorithm. 
 
The algorithm implemented to save the coefficients back once they have been 
processed is very similar to the above mentioned. 
 
 

for  ( int  initrow = 0; initrow < ROW; initrow += 8) 
{ 
 for  ( int  initcolumn = 0; initcolumn < COL; initcolumn += 8)  
 { 
  for  ( int  i = initrow; i < initrow+8; i++) 
  { 
   for  ( int  j = initcolumn; j < initcolumn+8; j++) 
   { 
    pixel = image[i * ROW + j]; 
    send_pixel(pixel); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
}  
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Fig. 3.16  Fragment of the simulation result for a 24 X 16 image 
 
 

3.4 Co-simulation interface 

 

3.4.1 Hardware – Software interface approaches 
 
Once the software and the hardware are ready, the last step is to interface 
these two blocks so that they can communicate each other to validate the 
behaviour and evaluate the performance of the whole system. During the last 
years many different approaches have been proposed to bridge the gap 
between hardware and software. According to [13], we can classify these 
solutions in two categories: homogeneous and heterogeneous co-simulation 
environments. The difference between these two categories falls on the number 
of languages needed to describe hardware and software, and as a 
consequence, in the number of simulation environment for each block. Thus, 

1 9 8 4 2 6 9 7 8 2 5 1 7 7 6 7 7 5 1 1 9 5 4 2 
7 5 1 1 9 5 4 2 4 3 5 7 3 6 4 7 5 9 1 2 2 9 8 2 
5 9 1 2 2 9 8 2 9 8 7 2 8 6 5 2 9 8 9 5 9 7 9 3 
9 8 9 5 9 7 9 3 5 6 0 6 8 9 4 9 8 8 6 8 6 1 5 8 
8 8 6 8 6 1 5 8 7 6 9 1 8 9 1 5 5 3 8 5 7 6 5 5 
5 3 8 5 7 6 5 5 7 5 7 3 9 9 1 0 4 5 4 0 0 7 3 8 
4 5 4 0 0 7 3 8 0 1 8 0 5 8 5 3 5 2 1 5 1 9 2 9 
5 2 1 5 1 9 2 9 0 8 8 8 1 9 6 5 5 9 4 3 5 1 5 8 
5 9 4 3 5 1 5 8 7 0 2 3 8 5 0 9 0 1 8 7 8 3 6 5 
0 1 8 7 8 3 6 5 0 2 7 2 6 5 4 1 2 3 2 6 1 2 5 1 
2 3 2 6 1 2 5 1 7 3 5 1 4 9 8 2 8 9 8 7 8 9 4 9 
8 9 8 7 8 9 4 9 0 9 0 0 4 0 9 2 3 8 8 5 3 1 5 8 
3 8 8 5 3 1 5 8 6 4 0 5 8 5 8 1 4 2 4 4 7 4 0 3 
4 2 4 4 7 4 0 3 6 0 3 2 9 2 7 4 1 3 5 6 8 3 9 4 
1 3 5 6 8 3 9 4 4 0 1 1 6 9 1 5 8 6 6 9 3 5 5 6 
8 6 6 9 3 5 5 6 5 2 6 0 8 0 6 1 7 3 4 5 7 2 0 1 
 
1 9 8 4 2 6 9 7 
7 5 1 1 9 5 4 2 
5 9 1 2 2 9 8 2 
9 8 9 5 9 7 9 3 
8 8 6 8 6 1 5 8 
5 3 8 5 7 6 5 5 
4 5 4 0 0 7 3 8 
5 2 1 5 1 9 2 9 
 
8 2 5 1 7 7 6 7 
4 3 5 7 3 6 4 7 
9 8 7 2 8 6 5 2 
5 6 0 6 8 9 4 9 
7 6 9 1 8 9 1 5 
7 5 7 3 9 9 1 0 
0 1 8 0 5 8 5 3 
0 8 8 8 1 9 6 5 
 

… 
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where homogeneous environments use a unique language to describe 
hardware and software as well as a unique engine to simulate them, 
heterogeneous environments are characterized for using different languages to 
describe hardware and software and also different simulators to execute both 
parts. These two main approaches have important drawbacks though. On the 
one hand, homogeneous environments abstract away the difference between 
hardware and software, so, in spite of simplifying the design, these solutions do 
not provide a good level of accuracy. On the other, heterogeneous 
environments solve the problem of accuracy, but the difficulty linking the 
hardware simulator with the software simulator as well as its synchronization, 
make them sub-optimal.  
 
Since the advent of SystemC, a new category between the two before 
presented has appeared: the semi-homogeneous co-simulation environment 
[13] [14] [15] [16] [17]. The semi-homogeneous environment is homogeneous in 
terms of language since hardware and software are described in C++, but it is 
also heterogeneous because each block can run using different simulators: 
SystemC simulation kernel for hardware and ISSs for software. In this way, the 
problems of accuracy and different languages are solved. But there is still one 
problem: how to efficiently link hardware simulator (SystemC simulation kernel) 
with software simulator (ISS). The most common way to interface both 
simulators is by inter-process communication (IPC). IPC is a basic function of 
operating systems that allows different processes to communicate and 
synchronize when are running at the same time.  
 

3.4.2 2-D DCT – SimIt-ARM interface 
 
IPC is a set of techniques for the exchange of data among two or more 
processes at he same time. These techniques are divided in methods and one 
of these methods is the shared memory, which is the method that best fits our 
needs. Basically, shared memory allows multiple processes to share virtual 
memory space, which has been created by one of those processes. Shared 
memory is an efficient way to share high amounts of data, since the system 
calls to allow IPC require a long time, thus, if we make high the amount of data 
to exchange and reduce the number of system calls, we can improve the 
efficiency.  
 
The process to generate and begin to use shared memory starts when one 
process creates/allocates the shared memory segment defining at the same 
time the size and the access permissions for the segment created. This is done 
using the function shmget() of the library ipc.h. The process then attaches the 
shared segment. Once created, and if permissions permit, other processes can 
gain access to the shared memory and map it into their data space. The next 
figure shows an example of how to create and attach the process to the shared 
segment of memory. 
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Fig. 3.17  Creation and attachment of a shared memory segment 
 

 
The other processes can be attached to the shared segment using the function 
shmat() with the same parameters. 
 
Now that we can link the hardware and the software part, we have to provide 
some synchronization mechanisms to ensure a properly communication, since 
otherwise both processes can read or write in the same segment at the same 
time. We will provide this synchronization by means of events writing and 
reading a memory location. In this way the hardware model can notify an event 
to the ISS writing in this memory location, which will be polled by the ISS. Then, 
the ISS can do the same to send events using another memory location.  
 
But there is still one last thing to do before starting the simulation of the system. 
As we said when we described SimIt-ARM, such ISS only uses little-endian. 
Therefore, if we are running the hardware model in a host machine that only 
works with the big-endian format, we will have to convert the data before being 
transferred. Nowadays most of the UNIX machines support both formats, and 
there are many libraries to carry out this conversion. 

    int  shmid; 
    key_t key; 
    char *shm; 
 
    key = 5678; 
 
    if  ((shmid = shmget(key, SHMSZ, IPC_CREAT | 0666)) < 0)  
 { 
  perror("shmget"); 
  exit(1); 
 } 
 
    if  ((shm = shmat(shmid, NULL, 0)) == ( char  *) -1)  
 { 
  perror("shmat"); 
  exit(1); 
 }    
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
In the development of this thesis we have provided an approach for system co-
simulation using a SystemC model and the SimIt-ARM ISS.  
 
During the description of the hardware part, we have been able to check some 
of the advantages that SystemC, as a vehicle to provide TLM, can offer be it in 
terms of speed efficiency, thanks to its adequate trade-off between simulation 
speed and accuracy, or in terms of easiness and speed for developing 
functional models that can be refined later to achieve a higher accuracy. For the 
case of the 2-D DCT block connected to the memory, the simulation of a whole 
block of 8 X 8 was almost instantaneous. 
 
Unfortunately, we have not been able to interface the hardware part with the 
software part due to a problem with the ISS. Specifically, SimIt-ARM supports a 
limited set of system calls, but IPC system calls are not among them, which 
implies that it is not possible to directly interface SystemC with SimIt-ARM, the 
only way is modifying the source code to make it happen. 
 
Therefore, in order to get the hardware model and the ISS running at the same 
time and exchanging data, we will have to integrate the ISS into the SystemC 
kernel or integrate the SystemC model into the ISS kernel which can be a tough 
task since the kernel is the central component of the simulator and any change 
of it could make it not to work properly.  
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